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Crystallography and Drugs

We can crystallize a protein with a potential ligand and examine 
the protein-ligand interactions.



SAR-by-NMR
Structure-Activity-Relationship or 
  Chemical Shift Perturbation
Assists in Ligand Binding and Protein-Protein Interactions
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Drews, Science, March 17 2000

Drug Targets



Drug Design
Traditional Drug Design

Active Site:
• Small compared with rest of protein 
• Three dimensional crevice 
• Binding specificity based on functional  
   groups of active site residues (obvious)

Ligand: 
• Any small, non-protein molecule capable 

of binding something (typically <50 atoms) 
• Inhibitors are usually analogs of natural 

substrate

Identify small molecule capable of  
  binding protein active site and  
  inhibiting protein function



Tylenol 
(acetaminophen)

Lipitor 
(atorvastatin)Seroquel 

(quetiapine)

Aspirin
Taxol

Amoxicillin









Kitchen, Decornez, Furr, Bajorath, Nature Reviews Drug Disc, 2004

Protein-Ligand Interactions



Protein Ligand Binding

Kitchen, Decornez, Furr, Bajorath, Nature Reviews Drug Disc, 2004



Protein Ligand Binding

Maximum Likelihood min(              )
(pick most probable)

Global Minimum Energy 
Conformation

Bayesian ∫1 
Z

Probability ↔ Energy using 
Boltzmann distribution

(average over all  
  conformations)



Protein Ligand Binding

Bayesian ∫1 
Z

Probability ↔ Energy using 
Boltzmann distribution

(average over all  
  conformations)



High Throughput Screening (HTS)

Brute Force



Choice of Protein Target

Protein Structure: 
XRC, NMR, Modeling

3D Ligand 
Database

Docking

Struct of 
Prot-Lig 
Complex

Lead Compound

Linking       Building

Synthesis

Screening

Redesign, improve 
affinity, specificity, 

pharmacodynamics, 
toxicity

If promising
Pre-Clinical Trials Clinical Trials

Drug

SBDD Process



SBDD Approaches
Structure Based Drug Design
Find (or design) a ligand which will tightly bind the active  
   site and determine where the ligand binds

Input: Model of AS, set of candidate 
   ligands or fragments, energy function 
Output: Set of binding ligands with 
   their bound conformations

Issues 
  Scoring Function 
  Flexibility (Backbone/Sidechain) 
    ligand (rigid / flexible) 
    receptor (rigid / flexible) 
  Solvent Modeling (explicit/implicit) 
    usually ignored, why?



The believed interaction 
site is in RED

A wildly variable side 
loop is in BLUE

Molecular Flexibility
3 ‘Snapshots’ of CBFb



SBDD Approaches
Structure Based Drug Design

Sousa, Fernandes, Ramos, PROTEINS, 2006

AutoDock

FlexXFTDOCK

DOCK
GOLD

Database Search 
  Docking - Virtual Screening 
!
De Novo Ligand Design 
  Building vs. Bridging



Database Search
Screen DB of 100,000 molecules - Dock ligand into active site 
Energy function to evaluate goodness of fit 
Ligand score represented by: 
   Minimum energy over all conformations -  
      the Global Minimum Energy Conformation (GMEC)

Brute Force 
  6-DOF Search (no internal DOF) 
  20x20x20A grid (0.5A spacing) 
  100-sample points per rotation axis 
  1003x403 = 6.4x1010 conformations

This is one molecule without protein 
or ligand flexibility

Direct handle to binding strength



Database Search

Random Methods 
   Monte Carlo / Simulated Annealing 
   Genetic Algorithms (state variables ‘genes’) 
   Tabu Search (avoid previously seen solutions) 
Simulation Methods 
   Molecular Dynamics 
Minimization Methods 
   Energy Minimization (rarely used alone)

Docking Search Methods

Docking Scoring
Empirical Energy function (varying types) 
Some with explicit hydrogen-bond terms



Database Search
Ligand Flexibility

Ensemble-Based 
   Generate multiple conformations of each ligand 
   Dock each conformation 
   Compute some consensus score (weighted average) 
Explicitly Modeled with Hinges 
   Maintain information on rotatable dihedrals 
   Allow them to move during docking 
   May need to utilize ‘rotamers’ to get over energy barriers

Protein (Receptor) Flexibility
Systematic modeling not feasible  
Some approaches 
   Explicit Backbone vs Sidechain Flexibility 
   Dock against Ensemble (FlexX, FlexE) 
        Multiple ‘static’ conformations 
        Harmonic (Normal) Mode Analysis 
   Soft-Receptors (dampen vdW term)



Docking
AutoDock

Search: Lamarckian Genetic Algorithm 
Scoring: 5-term Energy Function (with explicit h-bond term) 
Ligand Flex: Random search, MC/SA 
Receptor Flex: Sidechain Flexibility 
Notes: Freely available to academic community

DOCK
Search: GA, First fragment placed via sterics, grow 
Scoring: 3 scoring functions (none with explicit h-bond term) 
Ligand Flex: Systematic, Fragment-based flexibility (incremental) 
Receptor Flex: Limited, Can now dock to ensembles 
Notes: Very fast, but limited accuracy, Free to academics

GOLD
Search: Genetic Algorithm 
Scoring: Empirical Energy Function (with explicit h-bond term) 
Ligand Flex: Random search, GA 
Receptor Flex: Limited 



Precomputed Energy Grid

For each gridpoint g 
  Precompute

For each ligand atom a

Electrostatics



Docking
FTDOCK

Convolution in one domain = Multiplication in the other 
Molecules discretized

1: surface, -15: core, 0 open space !
1: inside, 0 open space

Correlation when ligand B is at:

Score of Zero



Docking
FTDOCK

Convolution in one domain = Multiplication in the other 
Molecules discretized

Correlation when ligand B is at:

1: surface, -15: core, 0 open space !
1: inside, 0 open space

Bad Negative 
  Score



Docking
FTDOCK

Convolution in one domain = Multiplication in the other 
Molecules discretized

Correlation when ligand B is at:

1: surface, -15: core, 0 open space !
1: inside, 0 open space

Can easily extend this to compute 
   electrostatics (previous slide)

Good Positive 
  Score



Docking

Decent at enrichment  
Not so good at absolute binding strength 
Most able to predict known protein-ligand poses with  
   1.5-2A RMSD 70-80% of the time 
Performance drops dramatically with >7 rotatable bonds 
   Only 20-30% within 1.5-2A 
No major methodology change over past 10 years

Challenges 
  Scoring function 
  Solvent modeling 
  Deterministic search (better branch-bound algorithms) 
  Micro-Flexibility (Multi-resolution rotamers?) 
  Macro-Flexibility (NMR?, Harmonic Mode Analysis?)

Performance



Drug Resistance
Suppose we spend a long time identifying/optimizing a drug 
compound; how long will it work? 

Drug resistance in organisms works through 4 routes, all based 
on evolution under selective pressure: 

Inactivation of drug compound (bacteria) 

Modification of target active site (bacteria, virus) 

Block entry of compound (bacteria) 

Change of target pathway (bacteria) 

Single-celled organisms can also use lateral gene transfer!



Drug Resistance
Can we predict resistance (computationally)?



Drug Resistance
Can we predict resistance (computationally)?

“Trap” virus forcing evolution into a useless or treatable state by: 

Using prior knowledge of resistance and multiple treatments. 

Predict likely mutations and develop future treatment.





[Wikipedia]



Predicting Resistance
Recall that we tried to perform protein redesign for enzymes, so 
that they could bind a novel substrate. 

Idea: Use protein design in a negative fashion to identify the 
best sequence that “repels” a substrate (i.e., drug compound). 

We want that the target can maintain native function, but that it 
does not bind the drug. So we can evaluate:

with the native substrate is no worse than 1.5 kcal/mol of the
binding energy of the wild type with the native substrate, and
second, the binding energy of the mutant with the drug is worse
than that of the wild type with the drug (i.e., the mutant
disrupts drug binding). Finally, for each of these surviving
mutation sequences, the best interaction energy with the native
substrate and the best interaction energy with the drug are used
to compute a ΔΔrdee score (see Scoring Function below).
Additional DEE Search Details. For both the positive and

negative design passes, protein systems consist of all residues
with at least one atom within 10 Å of the native substrate. The
subset of these residues, which together compose the active site,
are modeled as both flexible and mutable. These active site
residues are identified from previous structural studies37−41 and
PDBeMotif.42 Residues that are included (i.e., those within 10
Å) but are not part of the active site form a steric shell that is
modeled as rigid and nonmutable during the DEE based search.

■ STAGE 2: RESCORING WITH MM-PBSA
The first stage serves as a filter to identify candidate resistant
mutation sequences and their corresponding low-energy
structures. In the second stage, these candidates are rescored
using the more accurate and more computationally expensive
MM-XBSA models as implemented in AMBER 11.034,35

(XBSA refers to either the PBSA or GBSA methods). While
molecular modeling approaches are far from perfect,43 both the
MM-PBSA and the MM-GBSA techniques have demonstrated
reasonable accuracy on a number of different test systems.44−47

In Stage 2 of the current work, we utilized MM-PBSA as it is
typically more accurate than MM-GBSA at the cost of added
runtime.48 We performed experiments using both MM-PBSA
and MM-GBSA in Stage 2 and found no significant differences
in results; however, MM-PBSA takes approximately four times
longer to compute. Therefore, if optimizing runtime is crucial,
MM-GBSA could be used instead of MM-PBSA in Stage 2.
In Stage 2, we rescore each mutation sequence by

considering the two structures generated in Stage 1: the lowest
energy (best) conformation of the protein bound with the drug
and the lowest energy conformation of the protein bound with
the native substrate. The rescoring process utilizes all protein
residues, including those beyond the steric shell and active site.
There are three steps to this rescoring.
First, the mutant structure generated by rDEE in Stage 1 is

parametrized using the leap module in AMBER 11.0 and
solvated in an octahedral box of TIP3P water molecules
extending 12 Å beyond the protein on all sides. Second, the
solvated complexes are minimized with 500 steps of steepest
descent minimization followed by 1500 steps of conjugate-
gradient minimization. No restraints are used during
minimization. A residue-based cutoff of 12 Å for nonbonded
terms is used. For comparison, we also evaluated longer
minimizations with 5000 and 10000 steps; however, in all four
protein systems, 2000 steps (500 + 1500) was sufficient for the
minimization to converge. Finally, we compute the ligand
binding energy of the solvated, minimized complex. Poisson−
Boltzmann (PBSA) implementation of mmpbsa.py module in
AMBER 11.0 is used to compute the ligand binding energy.
The overall workflow evaluates binding energies using AMBER
PBSA, an explicit solvent model, and energy minimization (but
no molecular dynamics). This pipeline was introduced by
Ferrari et al.44 The authors report promising correlation (∼0.8)
between experimentally determined energies and those

predicted by AMBER PBSA using explicit solvent for a set of
aldose inhibitors.
Using the bound structures generated from Stage 1, each

mutation sequence is scored for both native substrate and drug
binding. The ΔΔpbsa score is calculated (see below). Mutation
sequences with positive values for both ΔΔ scores (ΔΔrdee and
ΔΔpbsa) are categorized as the predicted resistant mutation
sequences. A diagram of the process is shown in Figure 2.

Scoring Function. We defined a scoring function to
measure resistance. The scoring function computes the
difference in binding energy between the wild-type and
mutation sequence for both the native substrate and the
drug. An “ideal” resistant mutation sequence would maintain
native interaction energy with the native substrate while
decreasing the protein’s interaction energy with the drug
(Figure 1). The improvement in binding energy for the native
substrate is measured as Ewt,s − Emut,s, and the decrease in
binding energy for the drug is measured as Ewt,d − Emut,d. Where
Ex,y is the interaction energy between protein x (wt, wild-type;
mut, mutation sequence) and molecule y (s, native substrate; d,
drug). The terms are combined to create a resistance score,

ΔΔ = − − −E E E E( ) ( )wt,s mut,s wt,d mut,d (1)

Two resistance scores can be computed: one using the
interaction energies from Stage 1 and one from the MM-
PBSA based energies of Stage 2. The method used to calculate
the ΔΔ score is indicated in the subscript; thus scores
calculated by rDEE and PBSA are referred to as ΔΔrdee and
ΔΔpbsa respectively.
A positive ΔΔ score indicates a possible resistance mutation.

A positive score is obtained when a mutation sequence disrupts
drug binding more than it disrupts binding the native substrate.
A negative score indicates the opposite and is thus unlikely to
confer resistance. The scoring function of eq 1 is intuitively
similar to the scoring functions used in a number of published
binding selectivity studies.49−51

In summary, a series of filters and scoring methods are
applied to each molecular system. First, a positive design pass
applies rDEE to the protein and native substrate system.
Sequences with sufficiently “good” energies are then evaluated
in a negative design pass to assess drug binding and compute a
ΔΔrdee resistance score. Mutation sequences with a positive
resistance score are reevaluated in Stage 2 using MM-PBSA.
Mutation sequences with both positive ΔΔrdee and ΔΔpbsa
scores are output as predicted resistant mutation sequences. All
mutations that do not pass Stage 1 or that have a negative
ΔΔpbsa score are considered sensitive to the drug.

Molecular Systems. For all four systems, only the active
site residues (specified for each system below) were modeled as
flexible and mutable. For rDEE runs, a rigid steric shell
consisting of residues with at least one atom within 10 Å of the
active site (and not explicitly modeled as active site) was
included in energy computation. In Stage 2, all protein residues
were included in calculations.

Isoniazid-enoyl-ACP Reductase. Isoniazid is a competitive
inhibitor of Mycobacterium tuberculosis enoyl-ACP reductase.
We utilized the structures from PDB IDs: 2IDZ (inhibitor
bound complex) and 1BVR (native substrate bound complex).
Similar to previous work,38 the following active site residues
were modeled as flexible/mutable: Ile 16, Ile 21, Phe 41, Ile 47,
Ser 94, Phe 149, Lys 165, Leu 218, and Trp 222. Enoyl-ACP
reductase binds NADH and a fatty acyl substrate for its native
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